Using a glider in the Game of Life cellular automaton as a toy model, we explore how questions of origins might be approached from the perspective of autopoiesis. Specifically, we examine how the density of gliders evolves over time from random initial conditions and then develop a statistical mechanics of gliders that explains this time evolution in terms of the processes of glider creation, persistence and destruction that underlie it.
Introduction
The origin of life remains one of the most fascinating and frustrating puzzles in science (Luisi, 2006; Smith & Morowitz, 2016; Walker et al., 2018) . Not only is it a singular event in our own history, but it engages some of the most fundamental and potentially universal questions in biology. For example, any discussion of the origins of life necessarily involves taking a stance, either explicitly or implicitly, on the difficult problem of what life is in the first place. If one equates a living system with its molecular components, then the question of origins becomes one of biochemistry: What reactions gave rise to the particular set of biomolecules that underlie terrestrial life? In contrast, if one identifies life with its potential for evolution, then concern shifts to the origin of replication. From an energetic perspective, the problem is how metabolic cycles arose to harness energy flows. If one conceives of the essence of living systems as informational, then the origin of the genetic code becomes a central focus. And so on.
One conception of life that has played little direct role in investigations into its origins is Maturana and Varela's notion of autopoiesis (Maturana & Varela, 1973 /1980 Varela, 1979) . Autopoiesis attempts to characterize living systems in a way that abstracts away the specific biochemical details of terrestrial life and the many secondary features it exhibits that are often taken as definitional. Instead, Maturana and Varela sought to highlight only universal principles, which they conceived as fundamentally organizational in nature. Specifically, an autopoietic (lit. self-creating) system is a network of processes which have the dual properties of selfproduction and self-individuation. Self-production means that the network of processes produces components whose interactions generate and maintain the very same network of processes that produced them. Self-individuation means that the system constructs and maintains its own boundary as an essential part of its operation. In Maturana and Varela's terms, a living system is an autopioetic system operating in the physical world (i.e., a molecular autopoietic system).
What might the origin of life look like from the perspective of autopoiesis? Given its abstract character, autopoiesis obviously has nothing specific to say about the energetic favorability of one biochemical pathway over another. Likewise, given its focus on individuality and its rejection of reproduction as a defining feature of living systems, the origin of replication would presumably have no essential role to play in an autopoietic account. Instead, it would seem that an investigation into the origins of autopoiesis should involve an analysis of the dynamics of organizations, that is, how sets of interacting processes spontaneously organize into closed networks with a self-generated boundary. Unfortunately, the tools available for analyzing the dynamics of organizations are quite limited at present. As a preliminary alternative, one could adopt a statistical treatment instead. Since a given autopoietic organization defines a set of possible structural instantiations, we can examine the statistical mechanics of those configurations by coarse-graining over individual components and processes. Of particular interest are the processes that create, preserve and destroy those configurations. This is the approach taken in this paper.
Previous work has utilized Conway's Game of Life (GoL) cellular automaton as a simple model within which to carry out a systematic theoretical exploration of the concept of autopoiesis and its consequences (Beer, 2004) . Toy models such as this can help to hone our intuitions and develop the conceptual, mathematical and computational tools necessary to move forward. The basic idea is to treat GoL as a kind of physics from which we can derive an artificial chemistry. Bounded persistent spatiotemporal entities such as gliders are then analyzed in terms of the network of reactions that underlie them and these networks are shown to satisfy an interpretation of the self-production and self-individuation conditions (Beer, 2015) . The interaction between such individuals and their environments is also characterized (Beer, 2014) . Space does not permit a review of this work here. Fortunately, the only specific result we need for the present paper is that the resulting glider organization admits, at each grid location, the 16 structural instantiations shown in Figure 1 (2 forms × 2 chiralities × 4 orientations). Our investigation will be formulated entirely in terms of the statistical mechanics of sets of these configurations.
The goal of this paper is to extend this research program to begin an exploration of questions in the origin of life from an autopoietic perspective, using a glider in the Game of Life as a toy model. Specifically, we develop a statistical mechanics of gliders and use it to study their origin, proliferation and extinction. We begin with a brief review of the statistical characteristics of GoL. This is followed by a large simulation experiment examining how the density of gliders evolves over time from random initial conditions parameterized by initial 1-density. We then develop a theoretical framework for studying the statistical mechanics of gliders and the processes of creation, persistence and destruction that underlie their time evolution. This framework is then used to explain the main features of the simulation experiment. After showing how the basic theoretical framework can be extended to calculate more refined properties, the paper concludes with a brief discussion of some possible implications for thinking about the origin of biological life and directions for future work.
Some Facts of Life
The general statistical evolution of the GoL universe provides the background against which the emergence, proliferation and extinction of gliders occurs. Gliders both contribute to and are influenced by that evolution. Accordingly, we begin with a brief review of the mean density evolution of GoL from random initial conditions (Schulman & Seiden, 1978; Bagnoli et al., 1991) .
Consider a 100 × 100 grid with periodic boundary conditions. At time = 0, we randomly initialize the grid by setting each site to 1 with a probability (0 with a probability 1 − ). The initial 1-density ) ( ) in a grid whose states are chosen in this way will be binomially distributed, with a mean of and a variance of (1 − ). We then evolve the grid forward in time using GoL physics, and track its density. Repeating this experiment many times gives an estimate of the mean density evolution of GoL , ( ).
There is a strong general tendency for the 1-density to decay toward 0 over time regardless of its initial value. For a wide range of initial densities 0.15 ≤ ≤ 0.6, this decay exhibits a universal form divided into 3 epochs (Figure 2, top) . First, there is an initial transient whose shape and duration depend on . Second, there is a power law decay with a scaling exponent of ≈ −0.36 (dotted line). Finally, the power law decay flattens out to a common asymptotic density of 4 ≈ 0.029 (dashed horizontal line). The general long-term behavior of GoL is perhaps best illustrated by plotting an estimate of its asymptotic 1-density as a function of (Figure 2, bottom) . In this plot, the behavior described above shows up as a large flat region of nonzero 4 . Sufficiently far outside of this range, we observe very different behavior, with the 1-density falling all the way to 0. Between these two regions of distinct 4 values are transition regions in which 4 varies smoothly with . Thus, gliders exist in a universe in which the 1-density is generally falling over time and whose long-term fate depends only weakly on except for two transition regions centered around ≈ 0.065 and ≈ 0.757.
Glider Density Evolution
We now turn our attention to the time evolution of glider density. Let us begin with some data. We duplicate the experiment described in the previous section, except now we track glider density rather than 1-density. Repeating this experiment many times over a fine grid of 1-probabilities gives us a map of the time evolution of mean glider density as a function of (Figure 3 , left). This map reveals several interesting features. Gliders generally exist over only a limited range of initial 1-probabilities and time which we might call the glider era. For 0.2 ≤ ≤ 0.6, mean glider density rises very quickly to a peak at ≈ 60 and then begins a slow fall toward 0. However, as we approach the lower value of ≈ 0.04 or the upper value of ≈ 0.85, the pattern changes. Now there is a delay before the increase begins and a much slower rise toward a lower peak. Interestingly, near these transition regions, the population of gliders never quite decays to 0 (dim horizontal bands in Figure  3 ). At still more extreme values of , gliders never arise.
Some of this structure can be seen more clearly in high resolution slices at constant or (Figure 3, right) . At = 0, the glider density has a single peak at ≈ 0.23. By = 5, a burst of glider creation at larger values has produced a second peak at ≈ 0.64 . Subsequent glider creation at intermediate values then lifts the valley between these two peaks until, by = 60, a broad mesa appears. This mesa then begins to slowly decrease in height over the next several thousand time steps until its center collapses by = 5000, leaving behind two small peaks at its edges corresponding to the two faint bands of glider persistence mentioned earlier.
Thus, gliders arise quite robustly from random initial conditions and proliferate for hundreds of time steps before slowly falling to extinction (except for two small ranges of , for which gliders persist indefinitely). These results set an agenda for the analysis to be performed in the rest of this paper. What are the processes by which gliders are created and destroyed? Can we quantify them? How does the balance between these processes change over time? How does it vary with ? How does the interplay between creation and destruction give rise to all of the features described above? In order to answer such questions, we will first need to develop the necessary theoretical tools.
A Statistical Mechanics of Gliders
Let , ( ) be the density of gliders in the grid at time given a random initial state characterized by a 1-probability . When advancing in time, existing gliders can either persist or be destroyed and new gliders can be created. Let , > ( ) , , ) ( ) and , ? ( ) denote the corresponding glider density creation, persistence and destruction operators, respectively. Then the glider density at time can be expressed as
Calculating these operators is an exercise in combinatorics. Let :×: and D×D respectively denote the sets of 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 configurations that contain a glider. Let ℬ @ be the 1-basin of a glider, that is, the set of 7 × 7 configurations that evolve into 5 × 5 configurations containing a glider in one step. In addition, let ℬ @ \ D×D be the set of 7 × 7 configurations that are 1-precursors of gliders but that do not themselves contain a glider and denote its cardinality by |ℬ @ \ D×D | . Finally, let |ℬ @ \ D×D | H denote the Hamming Figure 3 : An experimental study of the time evolution of gliders. Mean glider density as a function of time and initial 1-probability is shown at left. For each value of (resolution ∆ = 0.01), the corresponding strip of time (resolution ∆ = 1) represents the time evolution of mean glider density for 10 J random initial conditions on a 100 × 100 grid with periodic boundary conditions. The portion of the plot for which > 4000 has been scaled by a factor of 5 in order to bring out two faint bands of asymptotic glider persistence. Shown at right are selected larger sample size (10 : samples) slices at constant (top) and constant (bottom). weight decomposition of |ℬ @ \ D×D |, that is, the number of configurations in ℬ @ \ D×D that contain exactly 1s. With these definitions in place, the creation operator ) > ( ), can be expressed as just the expected increase in glider density due to glider precursors in the 1-basin evolving into gliders in the next step. Since setting each site to 1 with probability in a 7 × 7 = 49 site grid induces a binomial distribution over the number of 1s in the grid, we have
, ~(49, ).
Expanding this expectation using the probability mass function of the binomial distribution P A similar approach can be taken with the persistence operator ) ) ( ), except that now our concern is with the subset of ℬ @ that contains pre-existing gliders. If we denote by ̅ D×D the set of 7 × 7 configurations that do not contain a glider, then
Finally, the destruction operator ) ? ( ) concerns the subset of glider-containing 7 × 7 configurations that evolve into 5 × 5 configurations without gliders. This is most easily computed from the persistence operator as
If we generalize the glider 1-basin ℬ @ to the -basin ℬ , ( ) (the set of configurations that evolve to in steps), then it is straightforward to express the glider density operators for arbitrary time: For example, the basic idea of the generalized creation density operator expression is to remove from the ( + 1)-basin of a glider those configurations that would evolve to a glider precursor in steps. Note that these expressions assume that the size of the grid is large relative to (2 + 5) × (2 + 5).
Once the two sizes become comparable, the boundary conditions of the grid must be taken into account.
At least three different methods for computing the coefficients in these expressions are possible. Consider the creation operator coefficients |ℬ @ \ D×D | H . In the forward algorithm, we scan each possible 7 × 7 configuration, filter out those in D×D , and then evolve it one step forward in time and truncate to 5 × 5. If the resulting configuration contains a glider, then we increment the coefficient corresponding to the number of 1s in the original 7 × 7 precursor. In the backward algorithm, we work backward from each 5 × 5 glider configuration, doing a depth-first search through possible inversions of the constituent cells and then filtering and counting as before. Finally, the incremental aggregation algorithm, which avoids individually visiting each possible precursor, can be used to calculate glider density operator coefficients in a way similar to its use for calculating GoL mean field theory coefficients (Beer, 2017) .
Plots of the = 1 coefficients are shown in Figure 4 . Note that the creation, persistence and destruction coefficients have very different magnitudes and peak at different values of . Unfortunately, the density operator coefficients quickly become very expensive to compute exactly. Indeed, the total glider 1-basin ℬ @ already contains over 40 billion configurations. Thus, we will resort to Monte Carlo estimates of glider density and density operators for larger .
Glider Origin and Proliferation
Using the above theory, we will analyze the time evolution of gliders in two stages ( Figure 5 ). During stage 1, which will be the focus of this section, the glider density quickly rises to its peak. The following section will study stage 2, during which the glider density slowly falls to its asymptotic value. The boundary between the two stages is somewhat -dependent, but occurs at roughly ≈ 60 . The analysis in these two sections decomposes and explains the family of plots in the upper right panel of Figure 3 .
The following relations are all trivial consequences of the definitions above, but can be useful for interpreting the correspondingly colored plots in Figure 5 . Our story begins on a random grid with 1-probability . What is the density of gliders occurring completely by chance in a such a grid, before any time evolution has taken place? This density is given by ) ( ). Since there are 16 possible glider configurations and each glider contains five 1-cells and seventeen 0-cells, we have ) ( ) = 16 : (1 − ) @D ( Figure  5, = 0 ) . This function has a single maximum at * = 5 22 ⁄ ≈ 0.23, where the density of the grid coincides with that of a glider and the probability of gliders occurring randomly is thus maximized. As we move away from this value, the chances of randomly creating a glider fall smoothly to zero.
Advancing one time step, the processes of glider creation, persistence and destruction begin. The glider density at = 1, Figure 5 : A decomposition of mean glider density over at selected times. In each plot, current glider density , ( ) is black, previous glider density ,?@ ( ) is gray, and creation ,?@ > ( ), persistence ,?@ ) ( ), and destruction ,?@ ? ( ) density are green, blue and red, respectively. The inset of the = 200 plot shows an expanded view of the boxed area. The gray boxes in the = 5000 plot mark the GoL asympototic 1-density transition regions shown in Figure 2 . The = 0 and = 1 plots were calculated exactly, whereas the remaining plots were based on Monte Carlo estimates (10 : samples per value of ). ) t 5000 @ ( ) (black curve in Figure 5, = 1) , now has two peaks. What causes these peaks? One might suspect that the left one is a holdover from the previous peak in ) ( ), but this turns out to be incorrect. Almost all random initial gliders are immediately destroyed by undergoing destructive interactions with their environment (red curve). Only a small fraction of them persist (blue curve), and they do so at a smaller value of than the earlier peak. In fact, almost all of the glider density observed at = 1 is due to the creation of new gliders (green curve).
Comparing the green creation density plot for = 1 in Figure 5 to the green creation coefficient plot in Figure 4 from which it is derived, we note an apparent discrepancy. Although ) > ( ) has two peaks, |ℬ @ \ D×D | H appears to have only one. Where does the second peak come from? Given the scale of the coefficient plot, it may seem as if the creation coefficients are zero below about = 15, but in fact they are nonzero until = 4. For example, the = 10 creation coefficient is 509 208. These coefficients are differentially multiplied by the polynomial terms from the probability mass function of the binomial distribution, resulting in nonlinear amplification or attenuation at different values of . Thus, the overall shape of operator density curves can only be understood in terms of the interaction between the coefficient and polynomial factors.
As time continues to advance, the interplay between creation and destruction becomes more complicated before eventually settling down to a simpler pattern that carries glider density to its maximum around ≈ 60. At = 2, the balance between creation and destruction at smaller holds the left peak relatively constant, but the dominance of destruction at larger pulls the right peak down and moves it to the right. Over the next several time steps, this balance shifts back and forth, alternately raising each peak until, by = 6, both have reached their maximum height. Then the two peaks drop slightly and stabilize. Simultaneously, the valley between the two peaks begins to rise.
For the remainder of stage 1, changes in glider density occur only for values of that fall within the valley between the two peaks. The floor of this valley slowly rises to become a mesa by the end of stage 1. The rise is fueled by a slight dominance of creation over destruction that can be seen clearly in the = 15 plot. As the glider density approaches its maximum around ≈ 60, the magnitude of this creation bias steadily drops until creation and destruction temporarily balance and change in glider density pauses.
Glider Extinction and Asymptotics
Beyond the maximum glider density at ≈ 60, stage 2 begins. This stage is mainly characterized by a long slow collapse of the mesa observed at the end of stage 1. The drop in glider density is driven by the dominance of destruction over creation in stage 2. The fall is slow because the imbalance is very small, as can be seen in the zoomed inset at = 200, and it only decreases further as time passes.
During the collapse of the mesa, there is also quite a bit of transient activity around its edges. Initially, the mesa widens. Then its edges rise and flatten several times (e.g., Figure 5 , = 200 ). As the mesa continues to drop, the earlier valley eventually reappears ( Figure 5, = 2500) . The bottom of the valley then slowly falls toward zero density as both creation and destruction cease. Asymptotically, only two small peaks of glider density at the edges of the former mesa/valley remain ( Figure 5, = 5000) .
What is so special about these edges? Why do these narrow ranges of values behave so differently, both transiently and asymptotically, from all of the others? At least part of the answer can be found in the statistical physics of the GoL universe. Recall that transition regions separate values of for which 4 ( ) = 0 and 4 ( ) = 0.029 (gray boxes in Figure 2 , bottom). If we superimpose the locations of these transition regions in asymptotic 1-density on the plot of asymptotic glider density 4 ( ) , the connection becomes clear (gray boxes in Figure 5, = 5000 ). The transition regions in asymptotic 1-density align with the asymptotic glider density peaks, and thus the peaks in the early parts of stage 1 and the mesa edges in stage 2.
What appears to be happening is the following. On the one hand, like any nontrivial pattern, the only environments in which gliders can come into being are those of intermediate density; extreme densities quickly decay to the all-0 quiescent state. On the other hand, the only environments that gliders can survive in the long-term are those that are fairly sparse; denser environments quickly lead to destructive interactions. The transition regions represent a trade-off between these two extremes. Note that the asymptotic glider density peaks are shifted toward the outer edges of the 1-density transition regions, suggesting that the balance is not a trivial one.
Finally, in order to highlight the trends in glider density dynamics, it is useful to decompose it over time at a fixed value of rather than as a function of at fixed times as in Figure  5 . This amounts to decomposing plots such as the one shown at bottom right in Figure 3 . Such a decomposition is shown in Figure 6 for = 0.4 and ≤ 100. We see that, after a brief initial transient, all five curves climb to their peaks before slowly falling toward 0. Creation peaks first (green), followed quickly by destruction (red) and then later by ,?@ ( ) (gray) and , ( ) (black) and finally persistence (blue). Note that, although creation dominates destruction at first, they quickly become almost perfectly balanced, so that extremely small differences between the two processes drive first the proliferation and eventually the extinction of gliders. Indeed, ) the two curves are almost tangent at their crossing point, so that the actual peak of glider density is quite subtle.
Extensions
Applying the same general approach described above, we can also calculate more refined properties of the time evolution of gliders. We briefly consider two examples here.
The first refinement we will examine is decomposing creation density by glider form. Consider ) > ( ) (green curve in the = 1 plot in Figure 5 ). In order to split this into its wedge and rocket components (Figure 1) Figure  7 . Interestingly, we find that the rocket form dominates creation at lower values of and the wedge form dominates at higher values. This is due to the fact that the rocket 1-basin is larger around the left peak and the wedge 1-basin is larger around the right peak. Decomposition by glider form can easily be applied to the other glider density operators to examine how the contribution of glider form varies with time.
A second possible refinement is to decompose the persistence density by perturbation class. Consider ) ) ( ) (blue curve in the = 1 plot in Figure 5 ). We know from previous work that the set of nondestructive glider perturbations can be divided into six classes depending on the state of the glider after the perturbation occurs (Beer, 2014) . These classes were assigned the arbitrary color names GRAY, BLACK, BLUE, BROWN, ORANGE and GREEN. Of the gliders that persist from = 0 to = 1, what fraction arises from each class? Splitting the coefficients |ℬ @ \ ̅ D×D | H by perturbation class, we can calculate the contributions from each class. The result is shown at the right in Figure 7 . We see that this persistence is dominated by the so-called null perturbations (GRAY and BLACK), which have no effect on the natural time-evolution of rockets and wedges, respectively (Beer, 2014) . Although its peak contribution is almost two orders of magnitude smaller, BLUE perturbations begin to dominate for > 0.45. BROWN, ORANGE and GREEN perturbations are extremely small for all . Once again, this decomposition can be extended to later times.
Discussion
Employing a glider in the Game of Life as a toy model of autopoiesis, this paper has taken some initial steps toward an investigation into the origin and proliferation of life from an autopoietic perspective. First, we presented the results of a large simulation experiment examining how the density of gliders evolves over time from random initial conditions parameterized by initial 1-density. Then we developed a glider statistical mechanics grounded in the dynamics of glider configurations and the combinatorics of their basins of attraction. This theory was then used to calculate the probability of gliders appearing in random grids and to decompose the time evolution of glider density into its creation, persistence and destruction components. Finally, we showed how this theory could be extended to calculate more refined properties such as decomposing creation by glider form and persistence by perturbation class.
What can we conclude about the origin of gliders from our analysis? The glider era is certainly a well-delineated region in time and initial 1-density, suggesting that statistically robust processes are at work. However, our analysis has revealed a remarkably rich and, at times, rather delicate interplay between the processes of glider creation, persistence and destruction underlying this era. Given this extended interplay, is it even correct to ask about the origin of gliders, as if it were a unique event? Although we can exactly calculate the probability that gliders appear in random grids, we saw that almost all such gliders are immediately destroyed and it is gliders that are subsequently created that fuel the proliferation. Perhaps we should focus instead on the overall dynamics of the underlying processes, with a particular emphasis on the conditions in which glider creation and persistence dominate glider destruction. Because these processes are highly density-dependent, it is difficult to separate their dynamics from the broader statistical evolution of the GoL universe itself. This has an interesting resonance with the perspective put forward in a recent book by Smith and Morowitz (2016) . The authors argue that the origin of life involves not some isolated local event, but rather a series of planetary phase transitions in which the emergence of structure at one stage provides the foundation for the emergence of the next. Although highly simplified, GoL might be a useful toy model in which to investigate in some detail how such a global scenario might play out. For example, the analysis carried out for gliders in this paper could easily be repeated for the dozen or so most common forms of persistent localized entities that typically arise from random initial conditions over roughly the same timescale in GoL. It would be interesting to study the co-emergence of this "ecosystem" as a collective phenomenon in the time-evolution of GoL.
In the short term, there are several other avenues for future work. There is still much to be done in fully understanding how the delicate interplay between the density operators and their various decompositions gives rise to all of the observed features of glider density evolution. This would be facilitated by improved algorithms for computing density operator coefficients, as well as better mathematical formulations. Finally, how might reproduction fit into this picture? Although nothing like a genome is present in a glider, a small number of "splitting" perturbations exist that produce two gliders from one, with the properties of the new gliders depending in a systematic way on the properties of the original one.
More broadly, investigations into the origin of life have typically focused on specific prebiotic chemical interactions that could lead to a form of replication, metabolism or compartmentalization. Perhaps the most interesting implication of adopting an autopoietic perspective on questions of origins is the shift it induces to what might be called an "organizationfirst" point of view. The basic idea is to change the focus from specific molecular components and reaction pathways to the simplest physically possible autopoietic organizations. This will require moving beyond the kind of purely statistical treatment undertaken in this paper to investigate the dynamics of the process dependency networks that underlie these configuration statistics. But an analysis of the dynamics of organizations has barely begun, both in general (Fontanna & Buss, 1994; Dittrich & Speroni di Fenizio, 2007) and for GoL specifically (Beer, 2015) .
Autopoiesis can be thought of as providing a kind of organizational backbone for the molecular and energetic considerations of operating in the physical world, as every living systems must do. Ultimately, of course, it will be necessary to take these material constraints into account. This can be done either directly, by applying the concept of autopoiesis to more realistic protocell models (Agmon et al., 2016) or incrementally, by endowing simple cellular automata models such as GoL with increasingly more physical characteristics (Choppard, 2009) . For example, reversibility, temperature-dependence, driven/nonequilibrium conditions, conserved quantities, etc. can all be incorporated into CAs. Either way, we need to identify the simplest physical settings in which generic features of the origin of life can be explored so that we can place the specific historical contingencies underlying the emergence of terrestrial life into its proper position within the broader space of possible scenarios by which life can arise from nonlife.
